We present new numerical simulations of the random field Ising model in three dimensions at zero temperature. The critical exponents are found to agree with previous results. We study the magnetic susceptibility by applying a small magnetic field perturbation. We find that the critical amplitude ratio of the magnetic susceptibilities to be very large, equal to 233.1 ± 1.5. We find strong sample to sample fluctuations which obey finite size scaling. The probability distribution of the size of small energy excitations is maximally non-self averaging, obeying a double peak distribution, and is finite size scaling invariant. We also study the approach to the thermodynamic limit of the ground state magnetization at the phase transition.
with the spins σ i = ±1 on a cubic lattice with nearest neighbour interactions and h i independent random magnetic fields obtained from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance H 2 . At zero temperature the relevant parameter is the ratio of J 2 /H 2 . One can vary either J or H 2 . In this paper we take H 2 = 1 and we vary J. There is a phase transition at J = J c . J c is known from previous simulations. AdAS found J c = 0.441 ± 0.002 [12] while HY obtained H c = 1/J c = 2.28(1) and MF got H c = 2.27 ± 0.004 [15] . The agreement is remarkable because of the very different methods used to determine the critical point. The most recent simulations of FMM found H c = 2.2721 (2) , in agreement with the previous values [17] . There is similar agreement for the value of the critical exponent ν.
In this paper we assume J c = 0.44, i.e. H c = 2.2727... and 1/ν = 0.7. In our simulations, we consider large numbers of samples, typically from 4 million for the smallest sizes to 100000 for the largest sizes. Each sample corresponds to a realisation of random fields h i . For every sample we computed the ground states for several values of the ferromagnetic coupling close to J c and for small translation invariant magnetic perturbations (see later).
Magnetization
In our opinion one of the open questions is the value of the magnetization
at the critical point. It was argued in [12] that m is discontinuous at J = J c , contrary to what is usually believed, while [15] argue that m is continuous. We computed the absolute value of the ground state magnetization m c at J = J c for sizes 11 ≤ L ≤ 200, and the variation of the ground state magnetization when we change the strength of the ferromagnetic coupling. We first report the results for m c averaged over the samples, m c . They are shown in table 1 . We see that m c is very large and decreases only slowly with the lattice size. It still remains large even for L = 200.
The question is what is its value at the infinite volume limit. We fit the data for L min ≤ L ≤ 200. It turns out it is not easy to extrapolate to L → ∞. The results one gets depend on the hypothesis one makes when extrapolating. Different scenarios for approaching the thermodynamic limit can be considered: power law behaviour, m c ∼ L −β/ν , logarithmic behaviour, m c ∼ (log L) −α , or convergence to a constant m c ∼ const. + L −p . The results also depend on whether one includes, or not, subdominant corrections, and on the choice of L min . We have tried several scenarios we will detail bellow.
We assume that
i.e. that m c is zero at the thermodynamic limit and that the subdominant corrections are negligible. We obtain a value of β/ν ≃ 0.013 but observe that there are strong finite size corrections. This is manifest by monitoring the quality of the fit. We obtain a very large χ 2 per degree of freedom if we keep small sizes. It is only after removing data for sizes smaller than L = 30 that the fit becomes acceptable. For L min ≥ 30 we obtain a value β/ν = 0.01335(40) which is stable with respect of the choice of L min . Using the same assumptions MF found β/ν = 0.011(3), compatible with us. Next we include also subdominant corrections,
A fit of the data from L min = 11 up to L max = 200 gives the values β/ν = 0.01335 (7) with ω ≃ 1.5 − 2.0 and a χ 2 < 1.0 per degree of freedom. Again the value of β/ν is very [17] , i.e. ω = 0.52 (11) . β/ν is extremely small. As MF observe, one would need to go to 10 21 < L < 10 38 to see a factor of 2 reduction in the magnetization at the critical point! If this were true it would raise the question of whether the thermodynamic limit is only of mathematical, and not physical, relevance.
2. Because we found a very small β/ν we tried also to fit under the assumption of zero magnetization and a logarithmic approach to the infinite volume limit, including subdominant corrections.
This fit gives α ≃ 0.1 and ω ≃ 0.5. The quality of the fit is always very good for any value of L min with a small χ 2 per degree of freedom. Note that with this scaling form of the magnetization, the scaling correction exponent ω takes a value very close to the one of FMM [17] . This fact makes this fit attractive to us. Notice the very small value of the exponent α, i.e. m c ∼ (log L) −0.1 !! 3. Finally we tested the hypothesis that m c approaches a value different from zero when L → ∞. We found a better fit to the data by imposing the obvious condition that m ≤ 1. This is done by the change of variables m = tanh(tm). We assume
This fit is also excellent from L min = 11 to L = 200. For L min = 11 we find tm 0 = 1.184 or m 0 = tanh(tm 0 ) = 0.829 with p = 0.192, q = 1.389 and the χ 2 per degree of freedom equal to 0.884. If we do not include the small sizes, i.e. L min = 11, the data are overfitted and there is no well define minimum of the χ 2 . This is illustrated in figure 1 . From the scaling relation m c ∼ L −β/ν , we get that the magnetization critical exponent is β = 0.
The discontinuity of m at J c does not necessary imply a first order transition. Because the critical exponent ν and the other critical exponents we will measure later in this paper take non-trivial values, we argue that the transition is in fact second order with β = 0. In the case of a first order transition, we would expect a bimodal distribution 0.5 of the ground state magnetization at the transition point. We found that this not the case, in agreement with FMM. They measured the Binder ratio at the transition and found m 4 /(m 2 ) 2 = 1.0011, i.e. the probability distribution of the magnetization is a delta function.
We conclude that if we limit ourselves to the data of table 1 it is not possible to decide with reasonable certainty whether the magnetization at the critical point m 0 = 0 or not and how the L → ∞ limit is approached. We are inclined to prefer the logarithmic approach because it gives a value of ω compatible with FMM.
We next studied the variation of the magnetization m for small changes of the ferromagnetic coupling J around J c for different lattice sizes L. We will denote in the following dJ = J c − J. For every sample we compute ground state magnetizations for different values of dJ. (Positive dJ corresponds to J < J c .) We denote by dm the difference of the magnetizations, dm(dJ, L) = m c − m(J, L) where m c is here the magnetization of the sample at J = J c . We extract the derivative of m at J c for size L by fitting
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Figure 2: P (dm, dJ) for the values of dJ indicated in the figure. In each case, we show in the inset the same plot with a log scale on the vertical axis.
We fit the L dependance of a(L) and find a(L) ≃ L 1/ν with 1/ν = 0.7. This means that for J ∼ J c and J < J c the ground state magnetization decreases as ≃ L 1/ν . We show in figure 2 the whole probability distribution P (dm, dJ, L) of dm(dJ) for different values of dJ and sizes L. P (dm, dJ, L) is non-trivial and with an excellent approximation it obeys the finite size scaling relation
Not only ∂m/∂J ∼ L 1/ν and becomes infinite in the infinite volume limit, but the whole probability distribution P (dm, dJ, L) scales as a function of dJL 1/ν . We also find a strong violation of self-averaging which is shown to persist to infinite volumes. The excellent agreement with the finite size scaling of P (dm, dJ, L) presented above and the additional finite size scaling analysis of other quantities to be presented below, reinforces our confidence in the value of J c .
Magnetic susceptibility
To compute the magnetic susceptibility at J = J c , we apply in addition to the random fields a very small uniform magnetic field δh. We compute the corresponding ground state magnetizations m k for different values of δh = δh k , k = 1, 2, · · · and make a fit 
. If the ground state magnetization at the phase transition is large and discontinuous, it would have consequences for the behaviour of the magnetic susceptibility at the critical point. A small uniform magnetic field δh of the same sign as m c would change very little the magnetization, which is already close to one, while a δh of opposite sign would have a large effect. The critical ratio r c (L) should be very large.
For L ≥ 24 we find that χ + (L) and χ + (L) ∼ L γ/ν with γ/ν = 1.48 ± 0.02. These errors are purely statistical. The reduced χ 2 is very small even when including L = 24 and there is no need for subdominant corrections. For finite temperatures the magnetic susceptibility is χ = β i,j < σ i σ j > − < σ i >< σ j >. At zero temperature < σ i σ j > − < σ i >< σ j >= 0 and β is infinite and the above relation is not well defined. For a Gaussian distribution of the random fields h i , it can be shown for finite temperatures, by integrating by parts over the Gaussian distribution of the random fields, that χ ∼ i,j < h i σ j >. Assuming the validity of this relation down to zero temperature, FMM found γ/ν = 1.4847 ± 0.0010, in agreement with our value. We find this agreement very remarkable because the methods of computing the exponent are so different. Figure 3 shows the critical amplitude ratio r c (L) for different volumes. With a very good approximation r c (L) is L independent as it should be. We find r c (L) = 233.1 ± 1.5 which is shown as a dashed line in the figure. Notice the very large values of r c (L) which confirm our expectations. We do not know of any other physical system with such large values of critical amplitude ratios.
We found that (m k − m c )/δh k is a very smooth function of δh k , and was easy to fit with a In order to verify the volume dependance of this violation of self averaging, we performed a finite size scaling analysis. The right part of figure 4 shows P (dm, δh, L) for a fixed combination δhL γ/ν for δh = 0.3, γ/ν = 1.48 and L = 60 and L = 120. This shows that the whole probability distribution of sample to sample fluctuations obeys finite size scaling, quite a novel result. The bimodal nature of P (dm, δh, L) is not a small size effect but seems to persist to infinite volumes.
Although our estimation of critical exponents is compatible with previous results, we think that our study of sample to sample fluctuations adds a new and important insight into the nature of the phase transition.
This study of the magnetic susceptibility also provides information on the low energy excited states. It has been proposed [18] to add a small repulsion to the ground state in order to find low lying excited states. Because m c is close to one, a small δh opposite to m c constitutes such a repulsion. dm is a measure of the distance in configuration space between the ground state and the first excited states. Our calculation of P (dm, δh, L) provides information on their probability distribution.
It is usually assumed that the probability distribution P (d) of the distance d of the first excited state from the ground state is narrow and can be described by a single parameter d, the average over samples of d. This assumption is important in the phenomenological scaling description of the phase transition in the 3DRFIM. We found that this assumption is not true. We think that a more sophisticated analysis, which takes into account the bimodal nature of P (d), is needed in order to understand, using scaling arguments, the properties of the phase transition.
We also computed the probability distribution P (dm, δJ, δh, L) of the change of the magnetization dm(dJ, δh) = m c − m(J, δh), where m(J, δh) is the ground state magnetization when, in addition to applying a constant magnetic field δh, we change the ferromagnetic coupling to J = J c − dJ. Figure 5 shows that there is a double finite size scaling invariance, i.e. P (dm, dJ, δh, L) =P (dm, dJL 1/ν , δhL γ/ν ). In contrast to previous figures, figure 5 includes both signs of δh (the absolute value of δh being the same), parallel and antiparallel to the ground state magnetization. P (dm, dJ, δh, L) remains invariant when we simultaneously change the volume, the ferromagnetic coupling and the value of the constant part of the magnetic field in such a way to leave both dJL 1/ν and δhL γ/ν invariant. The scaling function is highly non-trivial and illustrates again the very strong violation of self-averaging and its persistance to the infinite volume limit.
Specific heat
We also studied the specific heat C at the phase transition. We used a method very similar to the one for the magnetic susceptibility. For every sample we computed the energy differences de k = e c − e k where e c is the ground state energy of the sample at the critical point J = J c and e k the ground state energy at J = J k . We measured de k for several values of J k , close to J c . Let
where c 0 (L) is the specific heat at size L. Our data are very well described by c 0 (L) = c 0 (∞) + aL −p , For 30 ≤ L ≤ 120, we found c 0 (∞) = 2.848 ± 0.001, p = 0.663 ± 0.036 and a = 0.179±0.017. The χ 2 per degree of freedom is 0.06. Obviously there is no need for subdominant corrections.
The specific heat has been discussed at length by Hartmann and Young [14] . Although they study smaller systems and their method is very different from ours, their result is very similar. They found c 0 (∞) = 2.84 ± 0.05, p = 0.48 ± 0.03. They point out that there are two possible interpretations of this result [14] . One consists of interpreting c 0 (∞) as the regular part of the specific heat with the singular part behaving as L α/ν with α/ν = −0.663 ± 0.036, where α is the specific heat exponent. The second consists of considering the L −p term as a correction to scaling. We remark that, within error bars, p = 1/ν. According to this interpretation, the specific heat exponent is α = 0.0.
Assuming our findings, i.e. β ≃ 0 where β is the magnetization exponent, the value of the magnetic susceptibility exponent γ/ν = 1.48 and α = 0.0, the scaling relation α + 2β + γ = 2 is satisfied within the error bars. For this reason we conclude that α = 0.0.
Discussion
Most of our results agree with the previous simulations [14, 15, 17] , provided one takes into account the relation between critical exponents. This is in particular the case for the magnetic susceptibility exponent which is related to the correlation function exponents. This agreement is very remarkable because our approach is very different from the previous approaches. We measure γ/ν directly, by applying a small magnetic field perturbation, while previous estimations are based on the correlation exponent and the relation between exponents. The same is true for the specific heat.
For the first time we present a detailed finite size scaling analysis of the sample to sample fluctuations. Absence of self-averaging is not a finite size artefact. Our analysis relies on the values of J c and ν. We did not estimate J c and ν ourselves but used the values obtained by the previous authors. The validity of finite size scaling of the fluctuations adds further confidence on the values of J c and ν obtained by these authors.
Our most striking result is probably the bimodal distribution of the size of low energy excitations. This was found when, on top of the random fields, we applied very small translation invariant magnetic fields δh of sign opposite to the ground state magnetization. These δhs play the role of a repulsion to the ground state. We found that the probability distribution P (dm) of the resulting magnetization difference dm = m c − m(δh) has a double peak shape, one peak around dm = 0, and the other around dm = 2. dm = 2 means complete reversal of the spins. Because m ∼ 1, dm measures the distance in configuration space to the ground state. We found that P (dm) obeys finite size scaling (see figure 2 ). Imry-Ma type scaling arguments usually assume a continuous distribution of the sizes of the domains of the excited states. We found that there is no continuous distribution of the sizes of the domains of the excited states. Furthermore their probability distribution, which obeys finite size scaling, violates self-averaging in a maximal way. We believe that this fact should be taken into account to reformulate the scaling picture of the phase transition of the random field Ising model. Another very striking result is the very large value of the critical amplitude ratio of the magnetic susceptibility.
Concerning the ground state magnetization at the phase transition, we found it difficult to reach a definite conclusion. We have studied three different scenarios, a) the magnetization converging to zero following a power law, i.e. m c ∼ L −β/ν , b) converging to zero logarithmically, c) approaching a constant when L → ∞. No one of these scenarios is excluded when one considers only the magnetization data at J = J c , not taking into account the other results on the phase transition. In particular the value of the correction to scaling exponent ω obtained by FMM, strongly favours the logarithmic approach. On the other hand our results on the magnetic susceptibility critical amplitude ratio seem to favour the discontinuous magnetization scenario.
